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RELIANT PARK HOTEL WAKES GUESTS UP FOR THE START OF FOOTBALL SEASON 

The Holiday Inn Houston Reliant Park Area Hotel kicks off football season with complimentary breakfast, free 
parking, and gate access to Reliant Park Stadium. 

 

Houston, TX – Get ready for some football—and breakfast at the Holiday Inn Reliant Park Hotel with 

the latest deal. 

 

Guests who wish to celebrate the start of football season 

should take advantage of the Reliant Stadium Hotel Football 

Package. This special hotel offer, which starts at just 

$99/night, includes complimentary breakfast for two, free 

parking for up to two vehicles and private gate access to 

Reliant Stadium. 

 

Just in time for football season, this Houston hotel’s special 

offer puts sports fans in just the right mood for the day’s big 

game. Guests at this Reliant Stadium hotel can fuel up with a 

delicious complimentary breakfast before heading to the 

stadium. Of course, this hotel deal can also be booked on non-football days with the same effect: 

guests will have plenty of energy for exploring America’s fourth largest city. 

 

After a complimentary breakfast, guests can attend sporting events at the nearby Reliant Park or 

Reliant Stadium, enjoy live music performances, or visit other popular Houston attractions, such as 

the Museum District. When guests have had their fill of sightseeing, they can return to the comforts 

of the Reliant Park hotel’s spacious guest rooms, well-appointed with thoughtful amenities like an in-

room work desk, coffee maker, mini-refrigerator and microwave. 

 

Whether attending a sporting event at Reliant Park or Reliant Stadium, traveling for business or 

sightseeing, guests staying at the Holiday Inn Houston Reliant Park Area Hotel are sure to enjoy 

their mornings with the latest hotel deal. Reserve the Reliant Stadium Hotel Football Package today 

online and take advantage of rates starting at just $99/night. 

 

About the Holiday Inn Houston Reliant Park Area Hotel 

 

With private gate access to Reliant Stadium and the Astrodome, the Holiday Inn Houston Reliant 

Park Area Hotel welcomes guests to experience one of the most convenient and comfortable Houston 

hotels around. Each of the rooms at this Reliant Stadium hotel offer plush bedding, well-appointed 

spaces and a welcoming atmosphere. Guests will also enjoy free parking and complimentary Internet 

access, as well as the outdoor pool. Hungry? The hotel’s on-site dining options are open for 

breakfast, lunch and dinner. A business center will let travelers stay productive on the road, while a 

newly refurbished fitness center lets guests stay on their workout routine. Book a stay at this Reliant 

Park hotel today and experience a truly remarkable stay. 

Holiday Inn Houston Reliant Park Area Hotel 
8111 Kirby Drive 
Houston, TX 77054 USA 
Phone: 713-790-1900 
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